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Fragmentation and exfoliation of 2-dimensional
materials: a statistical approach†
Konstantinos Kouroupis-Agalou,ae Andrea Liscio,a Emanuele Treossi,ab
Luca Ortolani,c Vittorio Morandi,c Nicola Maria Pugnodfgh and Vincenzo Palermo*ab
The main advantage for applications of graphene and related 2D materials is that they can be produced on
large scales by liquid phase exfoliation. The exfoliation process shall be considered as a particular
fragmentation process, where the 2D character of the exfoliated objects will inﬂuence signiﬁcantly
fragmentation dynamics as compared to standard materials. Here, we used automatized image
processing of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) data to measure, one by one, the exact shape and size of
thousands of nanosheets obtained by exfoliation of an important 2D-material, boron nitride, and used
diﬀerent statistical functions to model the asymmetric distribution of nanosheet sizes typically obtained.
Being the resolution of AFM much larger than the average sheet size, analysis could be performed
directly at the nanoscale and at the single sheet level. We ﬁnd that the size distribution of the sheets at a
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given time follows a log-normal distribution, indicating that the exfoliation process has a “typical” scale
length that changes with time and that exfoliation proceeds through the formation of a distribution of
random cracks that follow Poisson statistics. The validity of this model implies that the size distribution
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does not depend on the diﬀerent preparation methods used, but is a common feature in the exfoliation
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of this material and thus probably for other 2D materials.

The huge scientic and technological interest for graphene has
triggered in the last few years the development of a wide range
of techniques to produce and process nanosheets that, having
nanometric thickness and mesoscopic lateral size, shall be
considered as quasi 2-dimensional (2D) objects. Besides their
novel properties, even the way these 2D sheets are produced in
solution, by exfoliation,1 is an original process, still not
completely understood.
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The exfoliation of a 2D object from a 3D bulk material is a
process spanning from the nano- to meso-scale due to bubble
cavitation, intercalation and disruptive fragmentation, as we
described in recent work.2 Exfoliation always yields a polydispersed range of nanosheet thickness and lateral size. When
characterizing these 2D sheet solutions, their average size and
size standard deviation are commonly reported, oen assuming
that their size follows a “Gaussian” (a.k.a. “normal”) distribution. Conversely, the experimental data show that the size
distribution of these materials is highly asymmetric and nonGaussian.
It is noteworthy that this asymmetry in size distribution shall
be observed in very diﬀerent systems such as the distribution of
chemical elements in rocks, the species abundance in biology,
the lengths of latent periods of infectious diseases in medicine,
and the distribution of galaxies in astronomy (Fig. 1).3,4
A better modelling of the size distribution of 2D materials is
needed both from a fundamental point of view (to understand
the exfoliation mechanism) and from a technological point of
view (to improve the metrology of 2D materials for applications
and quality control).
Here, we used image processing of Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) images to study the exfoliation and fragmentation
process of a well-known 2D material, boron nitride (BN, Fig. 2),
exfoliated in solution with two technologically relevant techniques: ultrasonication and ball milling. Exfoliated BN nanosheets are deposited on silicon and their size distribution and
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Comparison of the typical size distribution obtained by exfoliation with other distributions observed in 2D materials, geology and biology.
(a) Histogram of the length distribution of BN nanosheets obtained by liquid phase exfoliation. (b) Distribution of potassium in mineral rocks.4 (c)
Content of hydroxymethylfurfurol in honey.3
Fig. 1

Fig. 2 (a) SEM image of the pristine BN ﬂakes used for exfoliation. (b) Exfoliated solutions of BN in isopropanol, showing strong scattering due to
the dispersed ﬂakes. (c) AFM image of BN nanosheets spin coated on silicon oxide substrates. (d) Zoom-in of a single nanosheet, showing the
typical way to deﬁne and thus estimate its length and width. (e) Histogram distribution of the sheet size obtained measuring the area of each
sheet.

shape is measured by AFM and image analysis soware, performing in this way statistics on all the sheets present on the
surfaces, for a total of >6000 sheets, as compared to the tens of
sheets analysed by manual Transmission Electron Microscope
(TEM) statistics typically used for this task.5 Being the resolution of AFM much larger than the average sheet size, the exact
shape of each sheet shall be included in the statistics, allowing
to cross-relate the length, the area and the length/width ratio of
each sheet in each sample.6

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

By using a large statistical population we are condent to
discriminate the most suitable analytic function able to reproduce the achieved fragment size distribution. As an example, by
studying the galaxy distribution Brown et al. demonstrated that
the universe underwent a single fragmentation event, separating into protogalactic volumes at a relatively early stage aer
the Big Bang.7
As a test material, we chose not to use the well-known graphene but used boron nitride, a relatively less studied 2D
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material which has anyhow huge scientic and industrial
interest, because it can be used as a monoatomic insulating
layer for graphene-based electronic devices,8,9 or as a bulk
additive in polymers.10
Fig. 2 shows Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of
typical BN akes, and solutions obtained from such akes by
sonication or ball milling in isopropyl alcohol (IPA). The solutions obtained are stable for more than 6 months. BN solutions
show a whitish colour and a strong light scattering (Fig. 2b), due
to the presence of the BN nanosheets. Details of the diﬀerent
exfoliation procedures used are reported in the ESI (SI†). Aer
exfoliation, the nanosheets were spin coated on silicon and
measured by AFM (Fig. 2c and d).
To quantify the sheet size obtained with diﬀerent techniques, we used image analysis soware able to detect automatically individual sheets and measure their area and lateral
size (Fig. 2e).11 While AFM can easily give high-resolution
images of the akes and allow manual measurements of their
size, several steps (image attening, threshold selection, etc.)
and careful analysis are required to obtain quantitative results,
as detailed in the ESI.†
By using this approach, we could detect and digitalize
hundreds of akes having thickness down to 1 nm, deposited
on areas of 1–400 mm2.

Deﬁnition of sheet sizes and thus
shapes
A particular issue in characterizing 2D nanosheets is to dene
the size of the sheets, because they have highly irregular shapes;
we shall dene for each sheet a given length L, measured along
the longer segment and the maximal width W measured
perpendicular to it (Fig. 2d).
For perfectly rectangular sheets the area A would be simply
LW. This is not true for irregular shapes such as the ones typically obtained by exfoliation of 2D materials. However, image
analysis soware allows to measure pixel by pixel the area of
each sheet, and use this as the relevant parameter to monitor
exfoliation.
To have a reliable parameter, not depending on a particular
shape, we thus used as a relevant size of the sheets the square
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
root of the sheet area, measured pixel by pixel: s ¼ Areameas : In
the case of perfectly rectangular shapes, this would be simply
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s ¼ LW ; for irregular sheets, this has the same dimensionality
but is a more reliable parameter than length L. Diﬀerent from L,
s does not depend on the sheet shape, but only on the exact
area.

Modelling of fragmentation processes
Fig. 3 shows that the statistical distributions of sheet sizes
obtained with either sonication or ball milling do not follow a
Gaussian distribution, but are strongly asymmetric and positively skewed, with a tail due to the presence of larger sheets in
all samples. All the physical dimensions of the exfoliated sheets
(length, width, area, and thickness) show the same asymmetric
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and non-Gaussian distribution (some examples are shown in
Fig. S1 in the ESI†).
In general, skewed functions are the most general to
describe the asymmetric distribution of a physical observable
(e.g., the size particle in powders or polymer blends). As an
example, one of the most used distributions is the Poisson one,
a discrete distribution that estimates the probability of a given
number of events occurring in a xed interval of space
(distance, area or volume) and/or time if these events occur with
a known average rate and independently from each other.12
Poisson distribution is asymmetric and represents a very
general case containing the well known and commonly used
Gaussian distribution which is obtained as a limit of the Poisson one in the case of the total number of events N / N.
Gaussian is a continuous symmetric distribution with the
domain dened at all R; in particular the position of the peak
(mode) coincides with the mean value (m) and the median and
the peak width are directly correlated with the standard deviation (s); for these reasons, the Gaussian function is widespread
and is commonly used to model several kinds of real
distributions.
Given a distribution f(m,s), where m is the distribution
average and s is the distribution standard deviation, Gaussian
is a good approximation for m/s [ 1. This condition is not
satised for the measured length, width and size distribution of
the BN sheets, as clearly shown in Fig. 1, 3 and S1.† Moreover,
the studied observables cannot be negative and the Gaussian
distributions cannot be used to reproduce the measured ones.
For exfoliated 2D nanosheets, the mean value will not
correspond to the median or to the highest peak of the size
distribution, and the standard deviation will not be proportional to the half width of the distribution peak.
On the mathematic side, the importance of the Gaussian
function is due to its role in the central limit theorem, which
loosely says that the sum of a large number of independent
quantities tends to have a Gaussian form, independent of the
probability distribution of the individual measurements. This is
the case, as an example, of the distribution of the x, y, z coordinates of particles diﬀusing in a solvent, coming from the sum
of random scattering events.
When, instead, the nal size is the result of the product of
many independent, identically distributed actions, the nal
result is a highly skewed log-normal distribution. The skewed
shape obtained in all exfoliation processes can thus be
explained as the result of a more general fragmentation
process,3 where the size s of a sheet changes at each “cutting”
event i as si ¼ si1/c.
In order to nd the most appropriate analytic function to
model exfoliation, we compared three continuous probability
distributions commonly used to study the fragmentation
processes: (LN) log-normal, (W) Weibull and (G) Gamma function. A comparison of the properties of these functions is
reported in Table S1 in the ESI.†
LN represents the distribution of a random variable whose
logarithm is normally distributed. If the random variable x is
log-normally distributed, then X ¼ log(x) has a Gaussian
distribution. LN is characteristic of a random multiplicative
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process, and has previously been used to describe many rock
crushing processes.
The Weibull function was the rst function applied by Rosin
& Rammler in 1933 to describe a particle size distribution.13 The
W function describes the size distribution given by a series of
fragmentation events which are not constant and whose rate is
proportional to a power of size: s ¼ sk, where k is the exponent of
the power law.
The Gamma function is the generalization of the Maxwell–
Boltzmann distribution and it is used to study the collisional
fragmentation problem.14 Moreover, G distribution functions
are known to provide a very good t to the distribution of cell
sizes in Voronoi textures (i.e. area in 2D partitioned Euclidean
spaces).15
Fig. 3 shows the measured size distribution of sheet size f(s),
obtained by sonication and ball milling with high and low
power (see SI† for details). To avoid any artefacts we used for the
t only sheets having s > 50 nm, signicantly larger than the
AFM resolution. Experimental data have been tted using
diﬀerent statistical distributions: LN (black line), W (blue line)
and G (green line). In general, it is diﬃcult to discriminate
between the log-normal, Weibull and even Gamma distributions in particle size distribution curves as evident from the
gure; the coeﬃcient of determination (R2) is 0.93–0.94 for all
the three curves (the closer is the R2 value to 1, the better is the
tting).

Nanoscale

In order to overcome this well-known problem (see ref. 16 for
example), we studied the complementary cumulative distribuðs
tion functions: NðsÞ ¼ NðsTOT Þ  f ðxÞdx, calculated by the
0

best ts of three curves. Given a size s, the N(s) function indicates the number of sheets larger than s, for this reason it is also
called the survival or reliability function.
The measured distribution and the calculated curves are displayed in Fig. 4 using a semi-log scale visualization. The
comparison between all the curves shows clearly that the experimental distribution N(s) of sheet sizes follows a log-normal
curve. The sheet distribution obtained with very diﬀerent
methods (sonication and ball milling) can thus be tted using
the same model, suggesting that the sheet size distribution does
not depend on the details of the preparation methods, but is
instead a common feature in the exfoliation of 2D materials. This
kind of “universal behaviour” is not surprising, and has been
observed in diﬀerent disciplines.3 The presence of log-normal
behaviour is characteristic of a random multiplicative process; it
indicates that exfoliation follows a linear fragmentation model,
i.e. a process where the fragmentation is only driven by an
external source (in this case, ultrasounds or milling balls) and
where the repeated collisions between fragments can be neglected. 17According to the Kolmogorov theory,18 the LN distribution
represents the nal size distribution in the limit of small BN
fragments originated from a “mother cluster” which broke into

Nanosheet size distribution obtained with sonication and ball milling, using diﬀerent preparation conditions. A ﬁt of the experimental data
using log-normal, Weibull or Gamma distributions is also reported in black, blue, green lines respectively.

Fig. 3

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Survival distribution functions (empty squares) corresponding to the data shown in Fig. 3. A ﬁt of the experimental data using log-normal,
Weibull or Gamma distributions is also reported in black, blue, green lines respectively.

Fig. 4

random-sized fragments through a stochastically determined
process (Markov process). The regime of limit of small fragments
corresponds to the case in which the fragmentation is completely
described by rupture-like breakup events while the erosion-like
events (described by a size distribution with a bimodal shape) can
be completely neglected.

Not only many diﬀerent variable distributions follow a lognormal behaviour, but even the width of these log-normal
distributions (calculated as the variance of the normalized unit
S ¼ ln s/smode) ranges from about 0.2 to 0.5 in several diﬀerent
cases in the literature.19
We calculated the eﬀective distribution widths VEﬀ for all our
samples (Fig. 5); while, as could be expected, variance increases
slightly with processing time, all values found to lay within the
range 0.2–0.5 indicating that the fragmentation event is nearly
binary, i.e., one ake is divided into two akes, with no
“multiple fragmentation” events.19 In simpler words, in the
assumed fragmentation si ¼ si1/c we have c z 2.
Last but not least, it can be seen that the distribution decay is
linear for large s, indicating that exfoliation proceeds through
the formation of a distribution of random cracks that follow
Poisson statistics.7,20

Shape analysis of the exfoliated sheets

Fig. 5 Eﬀective variance of the log-normal distribution observed for
all samples. The shaded area indicates the 0.2–0.5 “universal” variance
observed in several diﬀerent cases in the literature.19
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Using image processing of the AFM images, we could also
calculate the length/width aspect ratio for all the samples. We
found that, even if the sheet's size spans over nearly two orders
of magnitude (within the range between 30 and 1000 nm), the
overall length/width (L/W) ratio is fairly constant, being z2.8
for sonication and z2.6 for milling (see Fig. 6a; all graphs
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Length/width plots of BN sheets (a) measured in the case of high power sonication and (b) calculated by random distributions, plotted in
the log–log scale. Blue dash-dotted line represents the case of aspect ratio ¼ 1. (c and d) Corresponding L/W ratio distributions (red bars) (c)
measured in the case of high power sonication and (d) calculated by random distributions. Blue vertical lines show the mean values.

Fig. 6

showing the data points analysed are shown in Fig. S2†).
Summarizing, the (L/W) ratio only depends on the fragmentation technique, but does not show any appreciable variation in
the processing time and/or processing conditions.
To check if this ratio is simply due to a random distribution
of sheets' shape, we compared it with the L/W ratio of articial,
computer-generated rectangles having random sides a and b
spanning the same size range observed for real nanosheets.
Fig. 6 shows length vs. width plots obtained from experimental
data (Fig. 6a) or from computer-generated rectangles with
random, uncorrelated length and width (Fig. 6b).
The experimental data in Fig. 6a were obtained from the
AFM analysis of more than 1400 sheets produced by sonication
and ball milling at diﬀerent times. The articial data in Fig. 6b
were instead obtained generating rectangles where the sides of
each rectangle are uncorrelated, even if having a log-normal
distribution with the same mean values and standard deviation
as the experimental ones.
The calculated distribution in Fig. 6b clearly shows diﬀerent
behaviours with respect to the measured ones and has a L/W
ratio ¼ 4.0  0.1, signicantly larger than that obtained from
the measurements. The experimental length and width of
sheets are thus correlated, as visible in Fig. 6a and S2,† and their
ratio is not a random value. This suggests that the shear stress
of 2D sheets along diﬀerent directions yields fracture probability of sheets having a preferred L/W aspect ratio. This ratio is

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

slightly larger for sonication (L/W z 2.8, likely due to the
aligning eﬀect of collapsing cavitation bubbles21) than in ball
milling (L/W z 2.6) where the shear force can cleave the BN
akes from their outer surfaces, while the compression force
can crush and delaminate thin nanoplatelets acting on their
edge.22 SEM images of BN mesoscopic akes cleaved by
diﬀerent shear forces are shown in Fig. 7. The eﬀects of shear
and compression action of the milling spheres are visible on
several akes, with BN stacks shied over each other, showing
folds not only on the surface of the platelets, due to the shear
force of balls impacting on the top surface of the particle, but
also inside the platelets due to the compression force of milling
balls colliding with the edge of the particles.23

Sheet size evolution with time
We studied the evolution of average size at increasing processing times, that we call smean(t). As mentioned above, we should
keep in mind that this average value will not correspond to the
median or to the highest peak of the size distribution N(s),
because it is not Gaussian.
The AFM size analysis, performed on surfaces at the nanoscale, gives similar results to macroscopic DLS measurements
performed in solution, but with an oﬀset (DLS gives an estimated size that is larger than the AFM measured one of ca. 20%,
see ESI† for more details).
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Fig. 7 SEM images of the BN platelets before (a) and after treatment by sonication (b, c) and milling (d, e). Flakes with BN stacks shifted over each
other, showing folds not only on the surface of the platelets (white arrows) due to the shear force of balls impacting on the top surface of the
particle (d), but also inside the platelets, (white arrows) due to the compression force of milling balls colliding with the edge of the particle and
then sliding over it (e).

LN distribution is observed for all the used fragmentation
procedures and for diﬀerent times. Hansen et al.24 observed that
the size scales with time as an inverse power-law: smean f t1/l
(Fig. S3†), where l (a.k.a. homogeneity index) is the exponent of
the overall rate of breakup a(s) f sl. According to this model,
higher values of l indicate that the fragmentation speed is
strongly dependent on the sheet size.
In our sonication experiments, the value of l (homogeneity
index) goes from 8  1 to 4.5  0.6 with increasing sonication
power, suggesting that in high power sonication, with high
shear rates, the probability of breaking is more uniform for
sheets of diﬀerent sizes.
A similar inverse power-law dependence (with l ¼ 2) has
been recently reported by Khan et al.25 exploiting a theory
previously involved to reproduce the length distributions of
sonication of 1D nanotubes21 to model the size reduction of
sonicated graphene sheets.
We note that the application of models developed for 1D
objects to 2D shapes is not straightforward. A 1D nanotube can
be dened with a single dimension L and can be broken in just
one direction, perpendicular to its long axis; conversely, a 2D
sheet can be broken in diﬀerent directions, shall have diﬀerent
length/width ratios, and thus have a diﬀerent evolution of the
average area or average lateral size with processing time.
Moreover, the power law should depend on the power dissipated during the fragmentation events.
Finally, the statistical procedure described here was used to
compare the average size of BN sheets obtained by high sonication and milling. The asymptotic values are 105  7 nm and
100  8 nm, for high and low power sonication, while for
milling we obtain 142  8 nm and 136  4 nm, respectively for
high and low power. We underline that (diﬀerent from size
distributions discussed above) these numbers are not universal
results but depend on the exfoliation conditions used such as
processing conditions, time, solvent, etc.
To test the processability of the obtained materials, we used
them to produce BN paper membranes by ltering the solution
on lter paper. Upon removal of the lter, we obtained uniform
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membranes of BN, robust enough to be handled and further
processed (Fig. S5†).
In conclusion, we characterized the size distribution of BN
nanosheets produced in solution by sonication and ball milling.
In all the diﬀerent samples tested, the cumulative size distribution of the sheets at a given time follows a log-normal
distribution.
We did not observe a power-law distribution of sizes that
would imply a scale-invariant exfoliation process. The failure of
the power-law curve indicates that the exfoliation process does
not follow the fractal law, but rather has a “typical” sheet scale
length.
The log-normal best-t curves obtained show a very good
linearity in a semi-log scale (black lines in Fig. 4) within the data
range (R2 ¼ 0.9936). This behaviour corresponds to the simplest
case of the empirical Rosin–Rammler equation,26 indicating
that for both sonication and ball-milling techniques, exfoliation
proceeds through the formation of a distribution of random
cracks that follow Poisson statistics.7,20 The fragmentation can
be simply described as the process mainly driven by an external
source and completely described by rupture-like breakup
events.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Exfoliation methods
Two different techniques (sonication and ball milling) were used to prepare the samples, with
two different conditions each (high and low power, see table S2). Fig. 2 in main text shows SEM
images of the starting BN powder and of the typical solutions obtained.
For sonication test, suspensions were prepared at same starting concentration (3 mg/ml) in IPA
and sonicated at different times (20, 40, 60 and 80 hours) using an Elmasonic P70 Ultrasonic
Bath at 220W or 66W of effective power.
A planetary ball mill (Retsch PM100) with a 50 ml Zirconium dioxide grinding jar and ≈1300
zirconium oxide balls (3 mm in diameter) was used to mill BN powders in IPA at different times
(from 1 to 60 hours) and rotation speeds (200 and 450 rpm). After the exfoliation, a centrifuge
Heraeus (Omnifuge 2 RS) was used to remove the larger, mesoscopic BN particles.
Upon exfoliation, BN solutions show a whitish colour and a strong light scattering (Fig. 2c), due
to the presence of the BN sheets. At difference with graphene, that is exfoliated using high
boiling solvents, we exfoliated BN using as solvent isopropanol (IPA) which is a low boiling
point solvent (b.p.=82 oC), quick to volatilize and easy to remove after BN processing on
surfaces or in composites, thus minimizing processes of flake aggregation. Exfoliation in IPA
yields stable solutions of BN.
Both in ball milling and sonication mechanical forces act on the material; however, these forces
have a different origin and work on different scale lengths. In ball milling, the exfoliation is due
to compression or shear forces caused by the movements of the balls, that in our case have a
macroscopic diameter (3 mm). In sonication, the mechanical action arises from cavitation
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bubbles, with radius of about one hundred of µm, that generate high strain rates in the
surrounding liquid upon implosion. 1-3
Fig. 7 in main text shows the typical effects of treatment by sonication (Fig. 7b,c) and milling
(Fig. 7d,e) on BN.
Sonication reduces the size of mesoscopic flakes, but does not change significantly their
morphology. We previously studied the effect of sonication on materials by monitoring the
evolution of surface roughness on bulk graphite sonicated in a solvent commonly used for
graphene production, N,N’-dimethylformamide;3 in these conditions exfoliation proceeds on a
layer-by-layer basis; only the upper part of the graphite is interested, and the process is slow,
requiring several hours to have visible effects on the substrate roughness.
In case of milling, instead, the effects of shear and compression action of the milling spheres is
visible on several flakes, with BN stacks shifted over each other, showing folds not only on the
surface of the platelets (Fig. 7d, white arrows) due to the shear force of balls rolling over the top
surface of the particle, but also inside the platelets, (Fig. 7e, white arrows) due to the
compression force of milling balls colliding with the edge of the particle and then sliding over it,
in agreement with the results obtained in ref. 4.
Both milling and sonication yield a large number of BN sheets after spin coating on silicon oxide
substrates. The amount of exfoliated material estimated by AFM is found to be roughly
proportional to BN concentration in solution. By assuming for BN an extinction coefficient
α=2367 ml/mg/m measured at 300 nm, 5 an estimated concentrations up to 0.04 mg/ml,
comparable to 0.06 mg/ml obtained by extensive sonication could be estimated; however, the
presence of significant light scattering due to the large size of the sheets does not allow to use
optical absorption data to estimate exfoliation yield. The absorbance A of all solutions showed a
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power-law dependence of A on light wavelength λ ( A ∝ λ− n ), indicative of strong light
scattering, in agreement with what observed in ref. 5.
The sheet morphology, as measured by AFM, is the one expected for layered materials, with
linear edges and sharp corners (Fig. 2d), but the sheets have a wide distribution in lateral size
(from tens of nm to more than 1 µm) and thickness (up to 10 nm, with no large macroscopic
aggregates). It is thus difficult to discriminate any difference just by visual comparison of the
AFM images.

Image analysis procedure
To characterize and define effectively nano-materials is a major metrological problem; as
example, the exfoliation of the same starting solution shall give different yields of solubilized
material and monolayers fraction if centrifuged at different speeds,6 or purified using different
washing procedures.7,8
It is fundamental to quantify not only the average size of the sheets obtained, but their size
distribution as well; in this, 2D materials have some analogy with what is done routinely to
characterize poly-dispersed, 1D polymers.9
For this, statistical analysis is needed to characterize the poly-dispersed sheets. This is commonly
done through one-by-one localization and analysis of exfoliated sheets with Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM). This approach, besides bring tedious and cumbersome, is also not
fully objective, because smaller sheets shall escape from the TEM grid thus over-estimating the
mean sizes of the exfoliated flakes and making the related statistics inaccurate. For example, the
measurement uncertainty depends on the square root of the number of the detected sheets in case
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of ensembles following Poisson statistics. Thus, a sample population of 100 measured sheets is
associated with 10% of intrinsic error. The operator as well shall sometime focus on examining
the most interesting (i.e. thinner) sheets while missing larger aggregates. Furthermore, sheets
aggregation, restacking and folding on the TEM grid during solvent evaporation makes the
analysis of size and shape of the sheets difficult. The number of sheets localized and measured
by TEM can be very low, even below ten for a given nanosheet type, and even partially folded or
overlapping sheets should be measured to improve the statistics. 10
Thus, it is fundamental to complement published results obtained by TEM with more detailed
studies, performed at the nanoscale and on large statistical data (see also section dedicated to
Dynamic Light Scattering in the following text).
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) can be used to characterize the size distribution of thousands
of nano-sheets, to automatically detect and analyze the length, area and surface density of them,
and to compare the obtained results with more macroscopic characterization techniques such as
optical spectroscopy and dynamic light scattering.
To quantify the sheet size obtained with different techniques, we used an image analysis
software able to detect automatically individual sheets and measure their area and lateral size11.
In this way we could also remove noise and grains crossing the image edge, and plot the
statistical distribution of the different observables measured. While AFM can easily give highresolution images of the flakes and allow manual measurements of their size, several steps are
required to obtain quantitative results on a statistical base.
a) Use of a flat substrate allowing a fast and unambiguous discrimination of the flakes from the
surrounding bare substrate. This primary condition was satisfied by spin coating BN on atomic
flat silicon substrate because the height of the single sheet (about 1 nm thick as measured by
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AFM) is significantly larger than the root mean square roughness (RMS) of the substrate which
amounts to 1.8 Å.12
b) Use of the correct flattening procedure to remove the AFM artefacts due to sample tilt, always
present, and non-linearity of the piezoelectric scanner. 13,14 Dedicated flattening procedures based
on local mean or local standard deviation (SD) of the height values shall be used in case of
irregular surfaces.11 The first method simply subtracts the mean value of the pixels in the local
neighbourhood of each pixel. The SD equalization scales the height values by a factor given by
the standard deviation of the global image, divided by the local mean of the standard deviation.
The efficiency and the reliability of the flattening procedure were monitored step-by-step by
histogram analysis, plotting the frequency distribution in z of all the pixels of each image. In
case of relatively flat substrates, the better is the flattening, the narrower is the measured height
histogram, with a peak-width close to silicon roughness. The used procedure removes the
artifacts in few steps and the measured substrate roughness rapidly converges in the range of
values between 0.15 and 0.20 nm, in good agreement with the values reported in literature.
c) Once the image is flattened, a suitable height threshold is used to discriminate flakes from
background. A binary condition selection is used: only the pixels above the threshold are
considered belonging to a flake, while the rest is disregarded. Anything having a height lower
than the threshold will be counted as background, and not included in the statistics. We choose
0.5 nm as a suitable threshold, a value half the thickness of a typical sheet and more than two
times larger than the substrate RMS roughness.
d) A further filter shall also be applied. The filter will simply exchange small "ridge pixels" with
interpolated values if the slope on the ridge is smaller than the given percentage of the maximum
slope. We define a ridge pixel as a pixel having a value that is either larger or smaller than its
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four next-neighbour pixels. In contrast to other filters, this filter will only affect the smaller
corrugations. To eliminate larger noise peaks a Local Mean filter could be applied (see above).
e) Recognise connected or partially overlapping flakes by finding local minima, even above the
threshold, that will be considered as flake edges.
Even if the software performs automatically all these operations, the parameters used for each
operation (threshold height, noise filter, etc.) should be carefully tuned and cross-checked for
reproducibility and reliability. However, the automatic detection of flakes is pretty robust and not
so sensible to fine-tuning of these parameters, given that the flakes are usually deposited on very
flat silicon substrates and that the lateral resolution of AFM is much larger than the average sheet
size. In particular, we have found that the method is very suitable to analyze structures having a
lateral size of tens of nanometers and uniform thickness, such as flakes of graphene, BN or other
2D materials. More details on the flake detection procedure shall be found in ref. 11.
The first output of the AFM statistical analysis is simply the amount of sheets obtained for each
process and treatment time, expressed in terms of number of sheets per square micron plotted in
Fig. S6. Insets in Fig. S6 show the typical AFM images obtained at initial and final stages of the
exfoliation, where the image analysis software has automatically identified and assigned a
different colour to each BN sheet.
Of course, the most interesting output of the analysis is not the simple number of sheets, but their
lengths and area (or size) distribution that was already discussed in main text.
We tried to use statistical histogram analysis to measure as well the AFM thickness of the sheets,
as previously done with organic self-assembled monolayers 15 and with mono-atomic graphene
oxide sheets. 16 However, the height histograms obtained did not yield well-defined peaks
corresponding to the different BN layers, due to the strong dependence of this measurement on
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the roughness of the sheets, which often show the presence of partial folds and nano-debris.
Thus, the thickness was measured manually by profile analysis of different AFM scans, showing
a skewed distribution similar to the ones observed for length (fig. S1). The thickness shows as
well a decreasing trend (Fig. S7) similar to what observed for lateral size, with most of the
material present as multi-layered sheets, and with all the samples distribution approaching an
asymptotic average thickness of ≈ 6 nm; the values of average final thicknesses measured by
AFM were: 8±4 nm (High P. sonication), 6±3 nm (Low P. sonication), 6±3 nm (high P.
Milling), 6±3 nm (low P. milling). As mentioned in main text, we should keep in mind that these
average values will not correspond to the median or to the highest peak of the size distribution
N(s), because they are not Gaussian.

Comparison of sheet size on surfaces and in solution
Statistically efficient techniques, able to estimate particle size quantitatively on large scale and in
solution are light scattering techniques, 17 such as dynamic light scattering (DLS) that has already
been used to quantify the size and shape of graphene or graphene oxide (GO) sheets in
solutions.18,19 A recent work has demonstrated that there is an empirical relationship between the
sheet size measured by TEM and by DLS that, even if having relative errors up to 40%, shall be
used to give a quick estimate of the average size of solubilized sheets.10 DLS measurements are
affected by two key properties: solvation and sample shape. While the first kind of
overestimation can be simply neglected for mesoscopic objects, the second point is not trivial.
The DLS measurement is based on the assumption that all particles undergo Brownian motion in
the solution and diffuse in the liquid like spherical particles; instead, 2D anisotropic sheets have
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different diffusion coefficients, and thus one could not assume a priori that DLS will give the
right measurement. 18,19
For a perfect sphere, Brownian motion is the same in all directions; for a linear nanostructure
(like a nanotube), Brownian mobility is larger along the optical axis. For 2D sheets the large
optical anisotropy shall align the flake orthogonal to the light polarization, with increased
fluctuations in both longitudinal and transverse directions due to a higher contribution from
rotational motion with respect to nanotubes, as demonstrated for graphene by Ferrari and coworkers.20
The size evolution observed by AFM was thus compared with measurements performed in
solution by DLS. The correspondence between the two techniques shall never be
straightforward: AFM measures the sheets one by one, with high resolution, on a solid surface
whereas DLS measures thousands of sheets at once, while floating in solution.
Fig. S3 and Fig. S5 compare the BN sheet size as measured by AFM and DLS. We see that both
AFM and DLS techniques give a similar trend in size evolution, but with an offset between the
measured s. A recent work by Coleman and coworkers 10 reports for 2D materials an empirical
power law correlation between the graphene nanosheets length, measured by TEM, and the first
2/3
peak of the particle size distribution a DLS ∝ L . In our case, this empirical finding does not

apply because we were interested in the original size distribution and did not perform any sorting
of nanosheets size by centrifugation. Finding the right correlation between DLS signal and the
“true” size of flexible, monoatomic, 2-Dimensional objects in solution will require much more
experimental and theoretical work, and is out of the scopes of this paper. All we shall safely say
is that, averaging on all samples, DLS gives an estimated size that is larger than the AFM
measured one of ca. 20%. The 20% difference we observed between the size of a 2D sheet
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measured on surface and in solution can be due to the complex hydrodynamic radius, the folding
and the unknown refractive index of these 2D sheets in solution, that does not allow to use the
Mie theory commonly used in DLS to infer the particles’ radius from the scattering spectrum.

Final remarks: which is the best nanosheet shape for composites?
Overall, the statistical comparison of the samples indicates that the four different techniques give
comparable results, with a lateral sheet size between 116 and 136 nm (as measured by AFM) and
an average thickness of 6 nm, with a lateral size/thickness aspect ratio ≈20.
The relevant size that should be monitored depends on the final application of the material; in
general, for composites applications, both length and width are relevant and should be optimized.
In particular, in order to produce stronger composites, the load transfer must be maximized and
this would correspond to have a length larger than a critical minimal value (along the applied
load) of the flake Lmin ≈

t h E / G , where h is the thickness of the interface between matrix and

the few layer graphene flake, t is its total thickness, E is the Young modulus of graphene and G
is the shear modulus of the interface21. In order to have all the graphene mass working in the
composite this minimal length is also the optimal one. However, because of the random
orientation of the sheets, load transfer will take place along all sides of the sheets, and thus the
size distribution of both L and W should be taken into account; maximizing both length and
width means maximizing the average area of the sheet, to give a very good interaction with the
surrounding matrix.
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Fig.S2 Aspect ratio of length to width for all the BN samples exfoliated by milling and sonication, plotted in log-log
scale. Red lines show the best linear fitting of the data points. The average slope is reported with its standard error in
the inset of each graph.
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Fig. S7 Evolution of BN nanosheet thickness exfoliated by sonication and Ball milling in solution, measured by
AFM. The lines are just a reference for the eye.
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Table S1: Statistical distributions
Equation f ( x )
Gaussian

Log-normal

−
1
e
w 2π

1
x w 2π

Weibull

Gamma

k ⎛ x ⎞
⎜ ⎟
λ ⎝ λ ⎠

e

( x− x0 )2

−

2w

2

( ln x − x0 )2
2w

2

Reliability N ( x )

Mean µ

1 1 ⎧⎪ x − x0 ⎫⎪
− erf ⎨
⎬
2 2 ⎪⎩ w 2 ⎪⎭

x0

1 1 ⎧⎪ ln x − x0 ⎫⎪
− erf ⎨
⎬
2 2 ⎪⎩ w 2 ⎪⎭
k

k −1

⋅e

e −( x / λ )

− ( x / λ )k

1

Γ(α ) x α −1 e − β x

Γ(α )

γ (α , β x )

e x0 + w

Variance

σ2

w2

2

(e

/2

w2

)

− 1 e 2 x0 + w

2

λ ⋅ Γ(1+ 1 k )

λ 2 ⋅ Γ(1 + 2 k ) − µ 2

α
β

α
β2

note:
error function: erf {z} =

2

π

z

∫

2

e −t dt

0

x

lower incomplete Γ function: γ (α , x ) = ∫ t α −1 e −t dt
0

Table S2: Exfoliation techniques used (see text for more details)
Procedure

High Power

Low Power

Sonication

220 W (effective power)

66 W (effective power)

Ball milling

450 rpm (rotation speed)

200 rpm (rotation speed)
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